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SPORTS BETTING

Clare’s Nicky O’Connell is tackled by Cork’s Daniel Kearney and Tom Kenny during their Munster Senior Hurling
Championship semi-final clash at the Gaelic Grounds. The Rebels are generally 8-11 to beat Limerick in the
Munster final on July 14. Picture: INPHO

Cork’s odds are slashed
after steamrolling Clare

Last week

We can hit purple patch if Macklin finally comes good
WHEN the peloton begins rolling
tomorrow, the dream of most riders
would be to end up wearing yellow by
the time Paris looms into view.
Others aims will be for the white jersey
(for the fastest in the race aged 25 and
under), the green will be the sprinters’
goal, while my personal favourite, the
polka dot, goes to the king of the
mountains. Polka dots and itsy bitsy,
teeny weeny, slightly extreme gradients
just seem to go together, don’t they?
In golf it is the Green Jacket that is the
most sought after coloured apparel.
While, if you can perform The Crane
before sticking your toe into someone’s
nostril you’ve probably earned yourself
a black belt in karate.
On Sunday week in Killarney you will
find thousands of people draped in

green and gold, who would prefer to
wear red when the leaves fall as they
are also United or Liverpool fans.
And perhaps there is one Norwich fan
among the travelling support who will
swap the colours the opposite way
once the soccer season begins.
Colours play an important part in most
every sport, but while in Florence last
week, something struck me: Why is
purple so scant on the field of battle?
Fiorentina are the only mainstream
team I know who wear it, although the
LA Lakers make a contribution with
their away jersey.
Of course, purple (or man’s pink as I
like to think of it) has had some impact
that most of us wouldn’t know about.
It was the original shade of the Armagh
GAA jersey, until it was decided that as

the Orchard County, the colour of an
apple should be represented. This
being Ulster, there was an argument
over whether apples were green, red or
yellow and as Carlow had already
snaffled their compromise, they settled
on an orange jersey instead.
The greatest injustice in all of golf was
definitely the case of Calvin Pete, who
was the first black golfer to make an
impact on the fairways before the

emergence of Tiger Woods. It was the
colour of his biro rather than his skin
however that ruled against the man
who was the straightest driver on the
US Tour every year in the 1980s.
He was disqualified from the Milwaukee
Open having finished runner-up after
handing in a card that was filled out in
neither blue nor black, as deemed
necessary by the arcane R&A rules.
Peete claimed afterwards that he was
thrown out for “violet behaviour” for
having used his son’s marker.
After Gabriel Batistuta, Lothar
Matthäus, was the hue’s most vocal
proponent in the beautiful game, as in
1991 he urged Fifa to introduce a ‘Lilac
Card’ to intervene between a yellow
and a red. The German legend felt that
for harmless fouls after a yellow card, a

lilac card should be given along with a
one-game suspension.
And that’s about the history or purple in
sport summed up. I would be interested
to hear any stories readers might have
that they can send to me at the below
address. Also, if anyone can guess
which of the three above I didn’t make
up I’ll furnish them with a fiver free bet.
Recommendation: Boxing tends to
leave its competitors purple but let’s
hope Matthew Macklin doesn’t end up
too bruised after his third world title
shot in the early hours of Sunday
morning against big hitter Gennady
Golovkin in New York. The
Tipp-Brummie is priced at 15/2 with
sportingbet, almost double the stingy 4/
1 Stan James offer.
robert.oshea@eecho.ie

FOR the Cork versus Clare Munster SHC semi-final
encounter last Sunday afternoon the ‘Highest scor-
ing half — second half’ bet was recommended (2pts
evens Paddy Power, Ladbrokes).
Frustratingly, however, 0-19 was recorded in the

first-half and again in the second-half.
A Leeside victory softened the blow considerably,

however.

CORK’S odds in the Munster
SHC outright market have
been regularly slashed over
the course of this week with
punters latching on to
Jimmy Barry-Murphy’s side
to lift the trophy for the first
time since 2006.

Prior to the throw-in of the Rebels’
eight-point success in the semi-final
at the Gaelic Grounds, Cork were a
best-available 100-30 third favourites
to win the title.
However, following that triumph

over Clare and a flurry of bettors’
monies being placed on JBM’s men
to finish the job, the Leesiders are
presently as low as 8-13 with William
Hill to win the decider on July 14,
too.
Generally 8-11, the lengthiest odds

remaining on Cork lifting the trophy
are Boyles’ 4-5 and even that price is
unlikely to last much longer.
Understandably, Hill are pitching

John Allen’s outfit at 6-5 to prevail
by any means though Boyles are lay-
ing 10-11, an indication they still rate
Cork as the slightest marginal fa-
vourites even if their stance lacks
the conviction of their counterparts.
Furthermore, Cork are 10-11 gen-

erally to win in regulation time,
Limerick can be supported at 6-5
with bet365 in the same market
though it would be illogical to take
those odds when Hill are offering the
same for the Treatymen to lift the
trophy.
Paddy Power, however, foresee the

contest itself as being an
even-money punters’ choice en-
counter despite agreeing with their
competitors Cork should be outright
favourites.
The prospect of the match ending

level is considered a 9-1 shot across

the bookmaking industry board
while the draw/draw double result
is 66-1 with Ladbrokes.
Power and Ladbrokes are laying

the Cork/Cork double result at 9-4
and the latter rate the Leesiders’
chances of overturning a half-time
deficit to win as a 9-2 poke.
Limerick to lead at half-time and

win is 5-2 with Ladbrokes,
Cork/Limerick is 9-2 with the same
firm, Power are offering 14-1
draw/Cork and draw/Limerick
while Ladbrokes’ 20-1 represents the
best odds on the scenarios of
Cork/draw and Limerick/draw.

Additionally, and inevitably for
that matter, Cork have been cut con-
siderably in the All-Ireland SHC out-
right market.
The Rebels are now no better than

Power’s 11-1, five points shorter in
the betting than they were last
Sunday morning.
Interestingly, Ladbrokes and Hill

are the most fearful firms of the
Leesiders in the main ante-post mar-
ket – the pairing are laying odds of
8-1 which may be an overreaction.
Meanwhile, Kerry are the rock-sol-

id favourites to land the Munster
SFC title on Sunday week in Killar-

ney against Cork.
Boyles and Ladbrokes hold out the

least hope on the possibility of Con-
or Counihan’s charges winning in
Fitzgerald Stadium as the Kingdom
are 8-13 with them to lift the trophy.
However, bet365 are willing to op-

pose Eamonn Fitzmaurice’s unit giv-
ing bettors 8-11.
Boyles’ 5-4 is the top price around

on the Rebels retaining the crown.
In terms of the match betting,

Hill’s 4-5 Kerry will not be bettered
while Cork are sure to be backed at
an enticing 6-4.
The draw is 15-2 generally.

HORSE RACING
AIDAN O’BRIEN is gunning to

train his eighth winner of the Dubai
Duty Free Irish Derby in a row on
Saturday at the Curragh and cham-
pion of the English equivalent Ruler
of the World is the short-priced fa-
vourite.
Victorious at Epsom, Ruler of the

World is no greater than 11-10 to fol-
low-up on these shores and is diffi-
cult to oppose.
SkyBET and Paddy Power are lay-

ing those odds however, Stan James
are keen to duck O’Brien’s chief
hope as they are offering 10-11.
Libertarian, winner of the Dante

at York prior to his excellent per-
formance at Epsom, is presently
second favourite at 7-2 generally and
is held in the highest regard by
new owners of the Godolphin opera-
tion.
William Hill’s 11-2 about Jim Bol-

ger’s Trading Leather is the top in-
dustry odds available on the third fa-
vourite, generally being laid at 5-1.
Coral are willing to oppose Sugar

Boy offering 8-1 and David Wach-
man’s Galileo Rock trades at 8-1 with
totesport.com, BETFRED and Stan
James.
Battle of Marengo, who failed to

win at Ascot despite going off the
even-money favourite, has odds ran-
ging from bet365’s 9-1 to BetVictor’s,
Stan James’ and Coral’s 14-1 and it is
20-1 bar those.

RUGBY
THE Lions have been supported

into as short as 8-15 with the major-
ity of firms to win against Australia
on Saturday morning.
Warren Gatland’s side were, of

course, more than a tad fortunate to
win last weekend however punters
believe there is plenty more to come
from them and have dived in accord-
ingly.
However, Paddy Power still offer a

standout 8-13 about the Lions win-
ning this next Test.
Gatland is adamant the Lions will

perform much better on the forth-
coming occasion however William
Hill make Australia just 11-8 to win.
Yet, sportingbet.com offer 7-4 Aus-

tralia. The draw is 25-1.


